References for burials listed in the Early Anglo-Saxon Census of southern Britain
This listing gives the starting source for data entry into the Sites, Individuals and Objects tables. It has proved difficult to re-assemble all the various sources in the interim since data collection ceased in 2007, but those given here lead on to the more in-depth material that was consulted. Certain sites have had full publication since 2007, but the original data entry from unpublished notes has been retained here.
Where no page numbers are given, the information has been collated from various sections of the text. Not all reports are available publicly and others are grey literature reports from excavations, a copy of which may be lodged within the County Historic Environment Record (HER) or published with the Archaeology Data Service:
http://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/greylit

HER listings can be accessed via Heritage Gateway:
http://heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway/default.aspx
Or via county HERs on application. Where SMR is noted this is an earlier version of HER.

Many antiquarian volumes have now been digitised and are available to view via Internet Archive:
https://archive.org/index.php

Antiq. Jnl. year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
Antiquaries Journal

AOC report
2009 - London Transport Museum extension

Archaeologia year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
Archaeologia

Arch. Cant. year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
Archaeologia Cantiana
https://www.kentarchaeology.org.uk/Research/Pub/ArchCant/Intro.htm

Arch. Jnl. year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
Archaeological Journal

Arch SE report followed by unique identifier

Arnold 1982

ASSAH followed by year of publication and volume number
Anglo-Saxon Studies in Archaeology and History
Basford 1980
Basford, H.V. *The Vectis Report: a survey of Isle of Wight Archaeology*. Isle of Wight County Council

Bell 1990

Berkshire SMR
Berkshire SMR

Birbeck 2005
Birbeck, V. *The origins of Mid-Saxon Southampton: excavations at Friends Provident St Mary’s Stadium 1998-2000*. Salisbury, Wessex Archaeology Ltd.

Bath and North East Somerset SMR
Bath and North East Somerset SMR

Booth et al 2007
Booth, P., Dodd, A., Robinson, M. and Smith, A. *The Thames through time, the archaeology of the gravel terraces of the Upper and Middle Thames – the early historical period, AD1-1000*. Thames Valley Landscape Monograph No. 27. Oxford, Oxford University School of Archaeology for Oxford Archaeology.

Bowen 1991

Boyle et al 1995
Boyle, A., Dodd, A., Miles, D. and Mudd, A. *Two Oxfordshire Anglo-Saxon cemeteries: Berinsfield and Didcot*. Thames Valley landscape Monograph No. 8. Oxford Archaeological Unit

Boyle et al 1998

Britannia year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
*Britannia: journal of Roman Studies*

Buckinghamshire Victoria County History
Buckinghamshire Victoria County History
Butterworth and Lobb 1992

CAT AR followed by year of publication
*Canterbury Archaeological Trust Annual Report*
http://www.canterburytrust.co.uk/publications/annual-reports/

CAT unpublished 2008

Chambers and McAdam 2007

Cook and Dacre 1985
Cook, A. and Dacre, M. *Excavations at Portway, Andover 1973-1975*. Oxford University Committee for Archaeology Monograph no. 4

Cotton and Gathercole 1958

Dickinson site followed by number.
Sites as listed in the catalogue, volume 2 of the thesis of Dr Tania Dickinson, available on line to download
https://ora.ox.ac.uk/objects/uuid:50bcba10-92ac-42c4-844f-e834a1365e27

DNHAS year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
*Proceedings of the Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society*

Doherty and Greatorex 2016
Doherty, A. and Greatorex, C. *Excavations at St Anne’s Hill*. Monograph 11. Portslade: Archaeology South East and Surrey County Archaeological Unit

Dorset SMR followed by unique reference number
*Dorset SMR*

Down and Welch 1990
Down, A. and Welch, M. *Chichester Excavations VII, Apple Down and the Mardens*. Chichester, Phillimore & Co Ltd.

East Sussex ES followed by unique identifier
*East Sussex SMR*
Evison 1987

Evison 1988
Evison, V. *An Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Alton, Hampshire*. Hampshire Field Club monograph 4

Farwell and Molleson 1993

Fern and Stoodley 2003
Fern, C. and Stoodley, N. *The early Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Weston Colley, Micheldever, Hampshire*

Geake 1997

Glass 1999
Glass, H. Cuxton *Anglo-Saxon Cemetery Catalogue Revised Draft (VO3)*. Unpublished

Glocs SMR followed by unique reference number
Glocestershire SMR

Greater London SMR followed by unique reference number
Greater London SMR
https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/272/

Grimes 1968

Hants SMR followed by unique reference number
Hampshire SMR

HFCAS followed by year, volume number and page numbers
Proceedings of the Hampshire Field Club and Archaeological Society
http://www.hantsfieldclub.org.uk/publications/hampshirestudies.html

Hawkes 1979
Hawkes 2000

Hawkes and Grainger 2003
Hawkes, S.C. and Grainger, G. *The Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Worthy Park, Kingsworthy near Winchester, Hampshire*. Oxford University School of Archaeology Monograph no. 59

Hawkes and Grainger 2006
Hawkes, S. C. and Grainger, G. *The Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Finglesham, Kent*. Oxford University School of Archaeology Monograph 64.

IoW SMR followed by unique reference number
*Isle of Wight SMR*

Jarvis 1983

JBAA followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Journal of the British Archaeological Association*

JMHS report followed by reference number
John Moore Heritage Services
04.166 *Horse and Jockey Abingdon* 2004

Kent AR followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Kent Archaeological Review*

LAMAS followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Transactions of the London and Middlesex Archaeological Society*
http://www.lamas.org.uk/archives.html

Leeds and Shortt 1953

McKinley et al 2014
McKinley, J. et al. *Cliffs End Farm, Isle of Thanet, Kent*. Wessex Archaeology Report 31

Meaney 1964 followed by page number
This volume lists further references for each site.
The full monograph is available on this site as a pdf
Meaney and Hawkes 1970

Med. Arch. year of publication, volume number, page numbers, author(s) where recorded
Medieval Archaeology
Volumes 1-50 of Med. Arch. are available on line with the Archaeology Data Service
https://doi.org/10.5284/1000320

Mercer 1980

MGW followed by number
Sites as listed in Part ii, Appendix II ‘A catalogue of Early Anglo-Saxon sites in Sussex up to 1982’. Also refer to the Bibliography in Part i.

Morton 1992
Morton, A. (ed). Excavations at Hamwic, volume I. CBA research report 84

MWC followed by unique reference number
Winchester City SMR

Net. Arch. Rep. followed by unique reference number
Report by Network Archaeology
333 – Chalgrove to East Ilsley Gas Pipeline final report 2006

NMR and SMR numbers in this format
TR 26 NE 38
These can be searched via Pastscape as NMR numbers in the Reference type

Oxford SMR followed by unique reference number
Oxford SMR
Some sites are coded Brk for Berkshire to reflect their historic shire, pre 1974

Oxon followed by year, volume number and page numbers
Oxonienza
Annual journal of the Oxfordshire Architectural and Historical Society

Pastscape followed by unique monument reference number
The monument reference number can be used in conjunction with this search engine from Historic England, available on line at
http://www.pastscape.org.uk/
Parfitt and Brugmann 1997

**Pers. Comm.** Followed by organisation or name of contact
Information gathered through personal communication

Philp and Hawkes 1973

**Pr. IoWNHAS** followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Proceedings of the Isle of Wight Natural History and Archaeological Society*

**Pr. Preh. Soc.** followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Proceedings of the Prehistoric Society*

Rahtz et al 2000

Rahtz and Hirst 1974
Rahtz, P. and Hirst, S. *Beckery Chapel Glastonbury 1967-8*. Glastonbury: Glastonbury Antiquarian Society

**RCHM** followed by year of publication and volume number
*Royal Commission for Historic Monuments*

**Rec. of Bucks** followed by year of publication and volume number
*Records of Buckinghamshire*

**Richardson site** followed by year, volume number and page numbers
The unique number is listed in Volume II Appendix 1: Gazetteer of Anglo-Saxon cemeteries and burial sites in Kent. See also Appendix 5: Bibliography and list of abbreviations

**SAC** year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
*Sussex Archaeological Collections*
https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/sac/

**SANHS** followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Proceedings of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society*
Schwieso 1979

SNQ followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Sussex Notes and Queries*

Surrey Mus Acc Reg
*Surrey Museum (Guildford) Accession Register*

Somerset SMR followed by unique reference number
*Somerset SMR*

Southampton SMR followed by unique reference number
*Southampton SMR*

Speake 1989

SryAC year of publication, volume number, page number and author(s) where recorded
*Surrey Archaeological Collections*
[https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/surreyac/](https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archives/view/surreyac/)

SryAC Ann. Rep. year of publication, page number
*Surrey Archaeological Collections Annual Report*

SryAS Res. followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Surrey Archaeological Society Research volume*

Sry SMR followed by unique reference number
*Surrey SMR*

Sussex County Mag. followed by year, volume number and page numbers
*Sussex County Magazine*

Swanton 1974

Tabor 2002
Tabor, R. (ed) *South Cadbury Environs Project Interim Fieldwork Report 1998-2001*. University of Bristol Centre for the Historic Environment

TBGAS
*Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society*
**TNDFC** followed by year of publication and volume number

*Transactions of the Newbury and District Field Club*

**TTA** followed by site number

Trust for Thanet Archaeology

250 - *Proposed Improvements to The A253 between Monkton & Ramsgate: The Archaeological Implications.*

**Unpublished notes**

Archive reviewed in museum and recorded from notes, although may have been published subsequently

**WAM** followed by year, volume number and page number

*Wiltshire Archaeological Magazine/Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Magazine/Wiltshire Studies*

**Williams and Newman 1996**


**Winchester CM** followed by accession number

Winchester City Museum archive

**Wessex Arch. Report** followed by serial number

15 – Hearne, C. and Birbeck, V. *A35 Tolpuddle to Puddletown Bypass DBFO, Dorset, 1996-8*


**West Sussex SMR** followed by unique reference number

*West Sussex SMR*

**Wheeler 1935**


**Wheeler 1943**


**Young 2000**

Young, C.J. *Excavations at Carisbrooke Castle, Isle of Wight.* Wessex Archaeology Report no.18